
Paper Spinner

1. Make 2 circles onto your printer paper

2. Add color to these circles, the more colorful, the more fun it is to

see as it spins…

3. Cut out paper circles.

4. Use these to trace on a cardboard box and cut out 1 cardboard

circle.

5. Glue on the paper circles to the cardboard, (one on each side!)

6. Poke two holes right in the center of the cardboard circle

7. Take a piece of twine, about 28 inches long. Run the

twine through the holes and tie a knot

Supplies:Supplies:

Twine Lightweight Cardboard Markers

Printer paper with circle template Scissors Glue sticks

2021
Summer Reading

Time to plaTime to play with your Py with your Paper Spinner:aper Spinner:

Take a piece of rope in each hand with the circle in the middle and go

in circles to get the rope twisted.

Now you pull…relax…pull…relax. IF you do it right, the spinners make

a humming noise!!!!

taken in part from makeandtakes.com/diy-paper-spinner
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